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Tiana B.
          Young entrepreneur, Tiana B., is a 21 year-old Penn
State graduate with a Bachelor of Arts degree in
Telecommunications. She is currently a graduate student
in pursuit of a Master’s of Business Administration degree
with a major in Management. Tiana launched her first
business, To a Tee Beauty, while she was a senior at Penn
State. She began by selling handmade wigs, then she
decided to sell all-natural hair oil. Everyone who
purchased the oil loved it, so after graduation, she
decided to rebrand the business. After a year of planning,
The Vital Beauty Company, LLC, was born.
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CEO & Founder of
The Vital Beauty Company, LLC



          "I wanted to create a brand that is fun and stands out
from the rest. The beauty industry is so heavily saturated
and there's plenty of space for everyone, but how many
people can say their brand is unique?  The Vital Beauty
Company is more than just a business, it's a lifestyle. Our
mission is for every one of our customers to find a
product that they can enjoy, and that helps them reach
their beauty goals naturally.

          The concept for a television themed business came
from her background in the television industry. Tiana
has been working in production since 2016, and wanted to
incorporate her love for the industry into her business.
She not only hopes that people will enjoy the uniqeness
of her brand, but that they’ll benefit from using her
natural products.



@ToaTeeProductions

Providing services for all
things digital media!

ToaTeeProductions@gmail.com



Raw Beauty
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          The hit TV Beauty Co. show, Raw Beauty, was created by
Tiana B. with the vision of helping people care for their
natural hair with natural products in mind. After years of
making natural hair oils to use in her hair, Tiana decided
to share her oils with the world.

          The first episode of Raw Beauty, "Restoration", was
written  in order to give customers an oil that will make
their hair stronger, healthier, and longer. The nourishing
ingredients ingredients in the oil include rosemary,
lavender, and fenugreek, which all aid in hair growth, dry
scalp, and strengthening hair follicles.



          Although "Restoration" shows out with its ability to
stimulate hair growth, episode two is expected to be even
better. The episode has been proven to be enjoyable and
benefitial to viewers, and gives the remaining episodes a
lot to live up to. These high expectations are warranted,
granted the amount of positive feedback that was
received from the few viewers who had the privilege to
see an early viewing of the episode.

Before: June 6, 2019 After: August 31, 2019

*Results from using "Restoration" Restoring Oil*



What's Next for
TV Beauty Co.?

          So far, the first episode of
Raw Beauty has caught
everyone by surprise with its
ability to restore hair follicles
and stimulate hair growth.
Now, the fans are anxiously
waiting for a preview of the
next episode. However, rumour
has it that the second episode

might be the last episode of the show. We asked the TV
Beauty Co. CEO if she had a response to the rumor, and
she told us, "I can't say much, but just stay tuned."
Hopefully for the viewers, that means there will be
plenty more episodes produced in the near future. We
can't be too sure right now, so all we can do is be
patient.
          Here at T.V. Guide, we're predicting that there will
either be more episodes of Raw Beauty, or that TV
Beauty Co. will just go an entirely differently
direction. Nothing is guaranteed in the TV industry,
but we'll see what happens in the weeks to come.
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